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vents the confusion that generally arises from predicating what is
phenomenal or objective of what is real and subjective, and mce versa.
Prof. Max Muller1 rightly observes :—
"I should even go so far as to say that this warning might be taken
to heart by our own philosophers also, for many of our fallacies arise
from the same amdya and are due in tlie end to the attribution of
phenomenal and objective qualities to the subjective realities, which.
we should recognise in th.e Divine only and as underlying the Human
Self and the phenomenal world."
The Indian Veddnta was, therefore, right in not severing the pheno-
menal reality of the Universe from the Absolute Reality, Brahma^
and ignoring its practical importance. If it had thus severed and
altogether ignored it, it would have meant, says tlie author of the
Veddnta ParibMsM2, tliat the Universe was somewhere and not in
Brahm, and BmJima would tinis have lost its Immanence and Infi-
nitude. The correct position, even according to the strictest Ad-
witin, is that the Universe has no reality independent of and apart
from BraJima.
If this is a compromise between philosophic Idealism and. empirical
Realism, ifc, surely, is not a compromise which a philosopher should
condemn.
If this is a fault, the Eleatic philosopliers of Greece were, likewise,
guilty of it.3 Xenophanes, Parmenides, Zeixo—all held, views almost
like those of the Veddntins, They did not say that there is no sen-
sible world, but maintained that there is but One Being, though to the
uncultured that One'appears as a plurality—the changeless appearing
as 'becoming and, changeable. They, too, like the Veddntim, held
th.at All is One and. nothing independent of it exists.
1 " Six Systems Ind. Phil.," p. 201.       3 See Weber's ( Hist Phil./ pp. 41
12 See " Pandit," Vol. 7, p. 386.         aa<i 43-
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